In this paper we study the weak * -weak * continuous derivations from a dual Banach algebra A to X , weak * -Banach A-bimodule X, and obtain a equation condition for amenability of weak * -dense ideals in A.
Introduction
Let A be a Banach algebra and X be a Banach A-bimodule, we define module actions on X by < x, a.y >=< x.a, y >, < x, y.a >=< a.x, y > for a ∈ A, x ∈ X, y ∈ X which make, it into a Banach A-bimodule. By a derivation from A to A-bimodule X , We mean a liner map D : A −→ X which satisfies
D(ab) = a.D(b) + D(a).b for a, b ∈ A.
If there is an element x ∈ X such that D(a) = a.x − x.a then D is called an inner derivation, and denoted by δ x . the Banach algebra A is said to be amenable if every continuous derivation D : A −→ X is inner, for every Banach A-bimodule X. A Banach algebra A is said to be dual if there is a closed submodule A * of A such that A = (A * ) (by [5] ).
We state some elementary properties of dual Banach algebras: proposition 1.1: Let A be a dual Banach algebra, Then i) Multiplication in A is separately w * -continuous. ii) A has an identity if and only if has a bounded approximate identity. Proof: are obvious. 2
Examples of dual Banach algebras are: 
Amenability
In this section we obtain a equation condition for amenability of a weak * -dense ideal in dual Banach algebra A, according to weak * -weak * amenability A. Argument of the next two propositions is similar to the propositions 401, 402 of [5] A weak approximate identity for Banach algebra A is a net (e α ) in A such that 
a (a ∈ I)
. Therefore (e α ) is a weak approximate identity for I, since (e α ) is a bounded approximate identity for I. By [4] , it is therefore sufficient for I to be amenable we consider the essential Banach I-bimodules. Let X be an essential Banach I-bimodule, and let D : I −→ X be a bounded derivation. The following construction is carried out in [4] . since X is essential, there are, for each x ∈ x, elements b. c ∈ I and y, z ∈ X with x = b.y = z.c. −→ 0 let x ∈ X, and let b ∈ I and y ∈ X such that x = b.y. then we have:
Since D is weakly continuous and X is a weak 
